
HOW TO WORK WITH A  
SALESFORCE-CERTIFIED PDO  

TO BUILD YOUR APP-AND 
WHY YOU SHOULD



 

THEY ARE EXPERTS IN:

• Helping companies integrate Salesforce  
 with other vital business software;

• Creating robust mobile apps that exceed  
 the functionality of apps built on the flagship  
 Salesforce1 mobile platform, including fully  
 mobile user interface and disconnected- 
 mode functionality;

• Developing novel architecture to “push”  
 and “pull” data to Salesforce app users in  
 near-real time;

• Advising clients on the vast array of  
 possibilities for solving business challenges  
 through custom apps built on the  
 Salesforce platform;

• Designing and building apps to meet or  
 exceed Salesforce’s strict security guidelines  
 to ensure passage of security review on  
 the first submission, minimizing costs and  
 timelines.

• Much more 

Salesforce.com offers an incredibly dynamic platform on which to create apps 
that solve virtually every business challenge. But developing the most robust 
apps often requires a deeper level of technical expertise on the Salesforce 
platform than independent software vendors have in-house. 

ENTER SALESFORCE-CERTFIFIED PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS (PDOs).

WHAT IS A SALESFORCE-CERTIFIED PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT PARTNER? Through its Product  
Development Partnership program, Salesforce certifies professionals with high-end technical  
expertise on the platform. As a PDO, Aptaria works with ISVs looking to develop new or  
improved apps for the Salesforce App Exchange. 

Becoming a PDO requires a formal certification process followed by continuous activities to  
maintain credentials. There are currently only 16 certified PDOs in the United States, including  
Aptaria. The PDO certification guarantees that PDOs’ technical proficiency and quality of work 
have been verified by Salesforce.

WHAT CAN A PDO DO THAT OTHER SALESFORCE CONSULTING PARTNERS CAN’T? PDOs are qualified  
to develop a wide range of custom applications that go beyond the technical limitations inherent 
in the Force.com suite of tools that most developers use to build apps.

For a broader understanding of the types of solutions possible with a PDO’s help, consider a few 
brief examples from some of Aptaria’s recent client engagements.



Users of mobile business apps expect  
functionality even when no data connection is 
available. That’s understandable. It’s frustrating 
for workers to be unable to do their jobs  
because of spotty or nonexistent WIFI.

Workers in hospitals and other healthcare  
facilities are often in this position. The app  
we built for eformix solves this problem by  
leveraging the SmartSync feature available  
only within the Salesforce Mobile SDK (and  
not within Salesforce’s flagship mobile solution, 
Salesforce1). Data entered while the app is  
disconnected automatically syncs to the  
Salesforce Cloud when the user is back online.

The app makes it easier for healthcare  
organizations to comply with complex  
regulatory requirements necessary for their  
accreditation. It walks healthcare workers 
through a series of forms — inspections,  
risk assessments, preventive maintenance 
checks, customer surveys, and more —  
required by regulators.

But because the regulations change frequently 
— and because the Salesforce platform offers 
no native way to push data updates to app 
end-users — we developed a novel “hub and 
spoke” architecture through which eformix  
staff can deliver new and revised forms to  
users when they become available. 

eformix makes it easier for  
healthcare organizations to  
comply with complex regulatory  
requirements necessary for their 
accreditation. 

A MOBILE APP THAT WORKS  
OFFLINE AND A NOVEL  
APPROACH TO DATA UPDATES

The rapid growth of WealthEngine, a wealth 
services research firm for nonprofits, financial 
services companies, and luxury retailers, was 
exposing a problem: The Salesforce app it had 
built in-house for its clients was balky.

“As customers started to use it and we began  
to grow quickly, it became clear that we 
needed something better,” explained Mishka 
McCowan, WealthEngine’s Vice President of 
Technology. “Aptaria corrected our bad code, 
made the app more functional and useful and 
helped us get to the next release of our portal. 
They also improved the design to make it more 
customer friendly, and helped us get through 
the SalesForce security review, which had been 
daunting for us.” 

The app we built enriches WealthEngine’s  
data on wealthy individuals, so clients can 
more easily target potential big donors or 
important customers. And the clients who use 
the app have become some of WealthEngine’s 
most valuable. 

“The app has created a closer relationship 
between us and the customers who use it,” 
McCowan says. 

The app we built enriches  
WealthEngine’s data on wealthy  
individuals, so clients can more  
easily target potential big donors  
or important customers. 

FIXING AN  
APP DESIGNED  
IN-HOUSE



Thanks to the millions of professionals using 
Salesforce products, software vendors have 
a large swath of potential customers for their 
apps. Yet many are building apps that are  
limited to running on only certain versions  
of the diverse Salesforce solutions landscape. 

For example, CQ Roll Call, the leading provider  
of Congressional news, legislative tracking, and 
advocacy services, enjoyed success with the 
Salesforce version of its Engage app, which 
helps non-profit organizations generate citizen 
support to effect legislative change. But the 
app, which made it possible to create and view 
customized reports in Salesforce, was available 
only to users of Salesforce’s Sales Cloud CRM.

Potential customers with incompatible  
Salesforce configurations were left out.

The solution? Extension packages. These  
turn everyone in an app’s target area into a 
legitimate potential customer, regardless of  
the version of Salesforce they’re using.

In CQ Roll Call’s case, we’re pulling out Engage 
for Salesforce’s CRM-specific components 
into an Extension package. Core services will 
remain in the Base package to extend Engage’s 
usability to a larger audience. 

Extension packages turn everyone in 
an app’s target area into a legitimate 
potential customer, regardless of the 
version of Salesforce they’re using.

USING EXTENSION PACKAGES  
TO BUILD A MORE BROADLY  
APPEALING APP 

Vartopia simplifies the way IT vendors and  
value-added resellers (VARs) connect with  
each other to register deals.

Deal registration is the key component in an 
often complicated process for VARs to win  
the right to sell vendors’ IT products. 

We designed and built two Salesforce CRM 
plugins for Vartopia. On Galaxy, resellers can 
submit, manage, and measure all of their deal 
registrations on a single screen, maximizing 
their ability to take advantage of partner  
program benefits. Nova gives vendors access 
to deal registrations through the Salesforce 
CRM module, so they can review, manage,  
and measure deal registrations directly within 
the CRM. 

Companies can now go in and quickly review 
and manage partner deal registration on a  
single screen directly in Salesforce.

“Think of it like a travel website that offers  
hotel and rental car services,” says Mike Reilly, 
Vartopia’s CEO and cofounder. “Rather than 
going to a rental car website and a hotel’s  
website individually, you can do it all on the 
same page. Vartopia does the same thing in 
this technology space.”

Companies can now go in and  
quickly review and manage partner 
deal registration on a single screen 
directly in Salesforce.

USING SALESFORCE  
CRM TO ADDRESS  
DEAL REGISTRATION 



WHAT IS THE CURRENT STATUS OF YOUR  
CERTIFICATION? The certification distinguishes 
PDOs as specialist partners with proven  
expertise in one or several aspects of the  
Salesforce platform, from development and 
implementation to deployment and marketing. 

HOW MUCH EXPERIENCE DO YOU HAVE ON  
THE SALESFORCE PLATFORM? More experience 
generally translates into greater technical 
knowledge and  process efficiencies.

DO YOU OFFER THE RIGHT KIND OF SALESFORCE 
EXPERIENCE? Generally speaking, there are  
two types of Salesforce technical specialist 
partners. System integrators specialize in  
deploying a single app to many users in a single 
environment. Developer PDOs build apps that 
can be deployed in hundreds or thousands 
of different environments, each with different 
technologies.

System integrators specialize in 
deploying a single app to many users 
in a single environment. Developer 
PDOs build apps that can be deployed 
in hundreds or thousands of different 
environments.

HOW MANY OF YOUR APPS ARE CURRENTLY 
AVAILABLE ON SALESFORCE’S APPEXCHANGE?  
As with years of experience, the number of 
apps currently available indicates proficiency 
and a history of satisfied clients. 

DO YOU HAVE HIGH APPROVAL/ CUSTOMER  
SATISFACTION RATINGS? Find ratings for specific  
vendors by using the search function in the 
top-right corner of the consultant section of  
the AppExchange website.

HOW MUCH INTEGRATION EXPERIENCE DO YOU 
BRING? The ability to integrate apps developed  
on the Salesforce platform with non-Salesforce 
technologies can determine a project’s  
ultimate success. 

DO YOUR EMPLOYEES MAINTAIN INDIVIDUAL 
SALESFORCE CERTIFICATIONS IN THE AREAS  
NEEDED FOR THIS PROJECT? PDO certification 
applies to the organization and is based partly 
on the professional certifications held by the 
PDO’s staff. Ensure the potential PDO partner 
has the right expertise on staff. 

Find ratings for specific vendors  
by using the search function in the 
top-right corner of the consultant 
section of the AppExchange website.

Now that you know what separates PDOs from other types of Salesforce consultants, and have an idea 
of the kinds of high-end solutions that can be built on the Salesforce platform with help from the right 
partner, how do you go about qualifying a PDO partner for your project?

WE RECOMMEND INTERVIEWING SEVERAL POTENTIAL PDO PARTNERS.  
HERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS TO ASK THEM:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

HOW TO FIND THE RIGHT PDO FOR YOUR PROJECT



APTARIA, INC.
8300 Greensboro Drive  
Suite 800
McLean, VA 22102
703.287-8732

LET’S TALK:
Andrew Lawlor, CEO 
info@aptaria.com
703.287.8732 
Aptaria.com

Contact Us. We’d love to have a conversation 
about how Aptaria can help your business 
boost sales and customer satisfaction, drive 
efficiencies, manage data, and much more. 
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SALESFORCE-CERTIFIED EXPERTS. Our team  
has collaborated on over 100 Salesforce  
projects. We draw on experience related  
to all facets of Salesforce, from managing  
CRM integration to building apps that pass  
AppExchange’s strict security requirements. 

PERSONALIZED, COLLABORATIVE SERVICE.  
As a client, you’ll work directly with certified 
Salesforce consultants and developers who 
understand your specific needs. According to  
a survey conducted by Salesforce, Aptaria has  
a customer satisfaction rate of more than 90%.

LEAN, RELIABLE WORKFLOW. We combine the  
flexibility of a boutique consultancy with the  
resources of a larger firm. Our Agile approach 
allows us to incorporate your feedback 
throughout the process, while ensuring that  
we stay on agenda and deliver within deadlines.

LOW UPFRONT INVESTMENT. Our pay-as- 
you-go model lets you get the most out of 
Salesforce without spending a large amount  
of capital to start with. We want to guarantee 
our continued value to you.

ABOUT APTARIA

As one of 16 U.S.-based Salesforce-certified PDOs, Aptaria creates customized Salesforce solutions for companies 
and organizations of all sizes, including Fortune 500 clients. 

Since 2002, we’ve applied our deep knowledge as a Salesforce consulting partner to deliver cloud-based solutions. 

HOW CAN WE HELP YOU HARNESS THE FULL POTENTIAL OF SALESFORCE?


